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Abstract.

involvingmethane(CH4) andammonia(NHa) asgreenhouse

We report the results of deep observationsat

radio(3.6cm)wavelengths
ofthenearby
solar-type
star7røx gases[Kasting,1997;Saganand Chyba,1997].
to test an alternative theory of solar luminosity evolution.

An alternative model of solar evolution, originally constructed to explain the anomalousdepletion of lithium in the

The standard model predicts a solar luminosity only 75%
of the present value and surface temperatures below freez-

Sun(and similarstars)hasthe potentialto resolvethe paradox [Hobbset al., 1989; Schrammet al., 1990]. The model

ing on Earth and Mars at 4 Ga, seemingly in conflict with
geologicevidencefor liquid water on these planets. An alternative model invokes a compensatory mass loss through
a decliningsolar wind that resultsin a more consistentearly
luminosity. The free-free emissionfrom an enhanced wind
around nearby young Sun-like stars should be detectable at

invokesmass lossof •,,5-10% over the age of the Sun to re-

Ursa Majoris with the Very Large Array (VLA) intended

moveits outermost,Li-rich layers[Boothroyal
et al., 1991].
The luminosity of a star on the main sequencescaleswith its
mass as a power-law with index 3-4. Thus, a small amount
of mass loss could compensate for much of a star's luminosity evolution due to the thermonuclear consumption of

microwave
frequencies.
Our observations
of 7røxUMa, a 300 hydrogen[Graedelet al., 1991]. Conservationof angular
million year-old solar-massstar, place an upper limit on the

momentum would impel the expansionof planetary orbits,

masslossrate of 4 - 5 x 10-• Moyr-•. Total massloss moderating the fiu• at a planet to an even greater degree
from sucha star over 4 Gyr would be lessthan 6%. If this [Whitrnireet al., 1995]. To explain warm Archeanconditions, the mass lossmust occur over a timescale of •,, 1 Gyr.

star is indeed an analog of the early Sun, it casts doubt on
the alternative model as a solution to the faint young Sun
paradox, particularly for Mars.

Themasslossratemustalsobe •,, 10-•x - 10-•øMo yr-•,
three to four orders of magnitude higher than the present
solarwind. Agreement betweensolar oscillationfrequencies
and the standard solar model may limit mass loss to the
first 0.2 Gyr of solar history, an uninteresting timescale in

Introduction

this context[Guzikand Cox,1995].Evolutionin solarwind

The paradox of the faint young Sun is one of the outstandingproblemsin understandingthe early climates of the
Earth and Mars. Standard stellar evolution theory predicts
that the solar luminosity at the beginning of the Arcbean

intensity would be a natural consequenceof the decline in

solarchromospheric
activityover4.6 Gyr[Walter andBarry,
1991;Staufferand Soderblom,
1991],but the magnitudeof
the changeis unknown. A much stronger early wind would

eon (3.8 Ga) was approximately75% of its presentvalue
[Gough,1981]. The lowerinsolationat the distancesof Earth by itself have profound consequencesbecauseof its erosion
[Kassand Yung,1995].
and Mars should have resulted in surface temperatures be- of terrestrialplanet atmospheres
low 0øC, in apparent conflict with geologicrecordswhich
suggestwarmer temperatures and liquid water at the surface of both worlds [Saganand Mullen, 1972; Karhu and
Epstein,1986]. Elevatedlevelsof CO2, a greenhouse
gas,
may have maintained surface temperatures above freezing
on the early Earth and Mars [Owenet al., 1979;Cesset al.,
1980; Walker et al., 1981; Kasting and Grinspoon,1991].

The qualitative record of ion implantation record in meteorites and lunar samples suggestsa more intense ancient

wind [Geissand Bochsler,1991] but doesnot extend beyond 0.1 Gyr. Observationsof young, solar-type stars can
be usedto test the plausibility of significantearly solar mass
loss. Detection of masslosswould imply similar behavior by
the early Sun. Likewise, restrictive upper limits on the rate
of mass loss from these stars would cast doubt

Carbonates from a massivecarbon dioxide greenhousehave
yet to be discoveredon Mars, and the CO2 levels postulated for the Archean Earth may be in conflict with the geo-

chemicalrecord[Rye et al., 1995]. This hasled to theories

on the the-

ory. Stellar wind plasma producesfree-freecontinuum emission at ram- to cm-wavelengths,but at flux levelswhich are

observationally
challenging[Mullan et al., 1992]. The expected flux density from a mass-losingmain sequencestar

at 10parsecs
(1 pc = 2 • 105AU, theEarth-Sundistance)
is

only60•Jy (1 Jy= 10-2aergssec-•cm-2Hz-•sr-•).Wind

Copyright2000 by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.

emissionat mm and longer wavelengthswill have a charac-

teristicpower-lawenergyspectrumwith index2/3 [Panagia
and Felli, 1975; Wright and Barlow, 1975].
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has a resolution of 7.9 X 5.1 arc-seconds and a la noise

level of 6.4/•Jy.
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Nosource
wasdetected
at thelocation
of•røtUMa (SIM-

S_

BAD ICRS 2000coordinates).A 40/•Jy sourcewasdetected
15 arc-seconds
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The

offset of this source

from the star was confirmed by measuring its separation
from an emission-line galaxy with both optical and radio
positions. A plausible counterpart is the nearby low-mass
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binarysystemHU 628BC [A1-Shukriel al., 1996].A possible
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source1-2.5 arc-secondsto the NE of the star appears at the
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2a level (12 /•Jy) in the Februaryobservations
but at the
5a level (40/•Jy)in prevousVLA observations
(Giidel, private communication).The offsetis significantand we have
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Figure 1. Masslossvs. timein a power-law
modelfor3% and
7% total mass loss. The first case is required for liquid water on
early Mars, the second is the limit to avoid a runaway greenhouse

on Earth Whirmire et al. [1995]. The modern Sun, a new limit
fromVLA observations
of the solaranalog½r
øt UMa, and previous

with the

star. Even if it is, any variable component is due to flaring and we place an upper limit of 12/•Jy on the total flux
density from a wind.
A spherically symmetric stellar wind with density falling

asr -2 froma starat a distance
d losingmassat a rateM-to
(unitsof 10-tøM©yr-t ) will havethefluxdensityspectrum
[Wrighl and Barlow,1975;Panagiaand Felli, 1975]

limits for two other Sun-like stars are marked. The sensitivity of
a single observation by the proposed Atacama array is also noted.

36mm
While

wind

emission

is more intense

at millimeter

wave-

lengths the signal must competewith higher sky background
and at present,observationsat cm wavelengthsare the most
promising. Limits to masslosshave already been established

10pc •Jy. (1)

The quiescent emission from the star's 20,000 K chromoso-

phere(opticallythick at thesewavelengths)
is small,roughly
0.3 •Jy. Flaring activity may roughly double this contribution. Correcting for this amount, our detection limit corre-

for moremassiveA and F stars [Brownel al., 1990]and ac- spondsto a masslossof 4- 5 x 10-ttM©yr -t.
tive, lessmassiveM stars [Lira and While, 1996; van den
Angular momentum, as well as mass, is lost through an
Oord and Doyle, 1997]. Microwaveemissiondetectedfrom ionized, magnetized stellar wind, linking the spin-down of
very young (lessthan 100 Myr) solar-massstarsis thought the rotation rate f• with the massloss,
to be coronalgyrosynchrotron
radiation [Gary and Linsky,
1981; Giidelel al., 1995]. Searchesfor emissionfrom slighly
older stars where this radiation

(2)

is much weaker have been

unsuccessful
or ambiguous[Bowersand Kundu, 1981; Gary
and Linsky,1981; Whilmire el al., 1995; Giidelel al., 1995].
Giidel el al. (1998), obtainingthe most sensitiveobservations prior to this work, placedlimits on the flux (and thus
massloss)from three youngsolar-typestars.

where RA is the Alfven (sonic) radius and m is a between0 and 1 dependingon magneticfield geometry[Weber and Davis, 1967; Slepierg,1988]. At the Allyen radius,

uM - B•R•, whereBr is the radialmagneticfieldandu is
the solar wind velocity. In a multipole field, small changes
in distance can compensatefor large changesin uM, thus
RA will vary only slightly over the history of the Sun. Then,
M ,-, •, where a << 1. The rotation rates of stars grossly
ß

Observations
We have obtained

still more sensitive

observations

at 3.6

1972],
cm (X-band)of the solaranalog•røt UMa, 14.3pcdistant, exhibita powerlaw decay• ,-, t-t/2 [Skumanich,
with the Very Large Array (VLA) in Socorro,New Mexico.
This star was one of the three previously observedby Giidel
and is one of a sample of nearby young solar-mass stars selected as analogsof the Sun during the Hadean eon (3.8-4.5

hence the mass evolution will exhibit a power-law behavior as well. Mass loss will decreaseinversely with time and
the constant is set by the total mass loss and the earliest

time at which the rotation-agerelation holds (a few 10's
Ga) [Gaidos,1998]. Two tracksof the star were obtained of Myr, or when the rotation period was ,-,2 days). Mass
on February14 and 15 with the array in its C/D (compact) lossevolutionfor 3% and 7% are plotted in Fig. i with the

configuration using 27 antennae for a total on-sourceintegra-

newconstraint
for •røxUMa, previous
upperlimitsfor two

tion time

other (older)solaranalogs[Gi•delel al., 1998],andthe mass-

of 12.2 hours.

We believe

these are the most sen-

sitive observationsobtained to date of a main-sequencestar
other

than

the Sun.

Simultaneous

observations

were made

loss of the modern

Sun.

We are able to rule out mass loss

greater than 6% in the context of this model. This obserof bright point sourcesfor phase and flux calibration when vation suggeststhat mass loss cannot solve the faint young
combining the signal from the individual antennae. The Sun problem for Mars, although the massloss needed for a
data were reduced using the Astronomical Image Process- temperate early Earth is not yet ruled out. The masslossof
ing System (AIPS) softwarepackage. The combinedmap the Sun, extrapolated with the model to an age of 300 Myr,
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is only3 x 10-•aM•)yr-•. Observations
by an upgradedVLA Lim, J., and S.M. White, Limits to mass outflows from late-type
dwarf stars, Astrophys. J., 462, L91-L94, 1996.
(www.nrao.edu/vla/html/Upgrade/Upgrade_home.shtml)
or
the proposedAtacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA) Mullan, D.J., J.G. Doyle, R.O. Redman, and M. Mathiodakis,
Limits on detectability of mass loss from cool dwarfs, Astro[Woottenand Yun, 1999]will be unableto detectthis loss,
phys. J., 397, 225-231, 1992.
but will be able to rule out any mass loss rates significant
to the climate of the early Earth.
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